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In the third quarter of 2020, WFPL provided signficant coverage of health and the economy in particular, as the coronavirus pandemic took over the news cycle. There were also numerous stories about protests for racial justice in Louisville, and developments in the police killings of Breonna Taylor and David McAtee. 

Issue Date Aired Description

Metro Louisville 7/2/20

In response to protests over the police killing of Breonna Taylor, Louisville Mayor Greg Fischer has called for increased 
civilian oversight of the police department. But as the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting has found, this isn’t the 
first time the city has tried to quell protests with this exact same promise. WFPL’s Erica Peterson talks with Eleanor 
Klibanoff, from KyCIR, about what she found.

Metro Louisville 7/8/20

After Breonna Taylor was killed in her home in March by Louisville police officers executing a no-knock search warrant, 
calls to reform the process by which police seek and obtain search warrants from Louisville judges are growing. But as 
predicted, not everyone involved agrees on what should change. WFPL’s Jonese Franklin spoke with Jake Ryan of the 
Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting about the push for reform.

Health 7/9/20 In Conversation: The rise of substance use during COVID-19

Health 7/13/20

A recent circuit court ruling means more than 500 agritourism businesses in Kentucky no longer have to abide by the 
Governor’s coronavirus executive orders. That means farmers markets, distilleries, race tracks — all could drop 
requirements for masks or distancing. Eleanor Klibanoff, with the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting, visited a 
Louisville farmer’s market to see how the decision might play out in practice.

Arts and Culture 7/13/20

Louisville is getting a new media outlet. It’s called Taunt. And the publication’s founder says it will highlight under-
covered issues and stories. But it’s also a challenge to other local media to be better. WFPL arts reporter Stephanie Wolf 
has the story.

Community/Arts and Culture 7/16/20 In Conversation: Confederate statues in public spaces

Metro Louisville 7/19/20

Police in Louisville have been under continued scrutiny since the killing of 26-year-old Black woman Breonna Taylor. On 
Sunday, hundreds of people gathered at a rally organized by police support organizations. WFPL’s Jake Ryan was at the 
pro-police rally Sunday evening and has this report.

Health 7/20/20

After being spared the worst of the coronavirus pandemic in the early months, cases are now surging in the Ohio Valley. 
As Aaron Payne reports, public health officials are sounding the alarm as the public works to adopt practices to slow the 
spread.

Arts and Culture 7/21/20

Louisville playwright Cris Eli Blak is exploring police brutality through an unexpected medium: musical theater. WFPL's 
Michelle Tyrene Johnson talked to him as part of the series, Black Art Matters... and he shared some music from the 
demo of his show, “Liberty Bleeding.”

Education 7/22/20 In Conversation: School reopening plans in KY

Arts and Culture 7/23/20
An artist has embarked on a crusade to make the arts industry more equitable… starting with her hometown of Louisville. 
WFPL arts reporter Stephanie Wolf has more.

Metro Louisville 7/24/20
A group of moms marched through downtown Louisville Thursday evening, demanding justice for Breonna Taylor, and 
other Black people who were killed by police. WFPL’s Ryan Van Velzer takes us there.

Metro Louisville 7/26/20

About 250 members of an armed Black militia marched through downtown Louisville Saturday. They’re called the N-F-A-
C, and they came to Louisville to call for answers in the investigation into the death of Breonna Taylor. As WFPL’s Ryan 
Van Velzer reports, their leader had a radical message for the city.

Metro Louisville 7/30/20

Metro Louisville 7/30/2020

Protesters who shut down the main shopping strip of the Nulu neighborhood a week ago, brought a list of demands with 
a clear message: Increase Black representation in products sold and businesses owned in the neighborhood. And do it 
soon. WFPL’s Amina Elahi reports on how some in the business community reacted to those demands.

Arts and Culture 7/28/20
Despite the pandemic, there was no shortage of competitors for Louisville’s Dainty Contest. As WFPL’s Stephanie Wolf 
reports, the 50th annual event took place Monday night with some modifications.

Arts and Culture 7/28/20
Ashley Cathey is a visual artist in Louisville. She spoke to WFPL’s Michelle Tyrene Johnson as part of our series, Black 
Art Matters, about how the current protests are inspiring her work.

Arts and Culture 7/29/20

When Louisville artist Julie Baldyga (ball-dye-guh) creates… she’s adding another element to a world that she’s been 
building over the last few decades. One with mechanical wires and engine parts… and figures she calls “Heavenly 
People.” Baldyga’s (ball-dye-guh) work is being celebrated with a new book and exhibition. WFPL arts reporter 
Stephanie Wolf has this profile

Politics 7/31/20 In Conversation: Fancy Farm without politicians

Arts and Culture 8/4/20
Kenyatta Bosman is a photographer and multi-media artist in Louisville. They spoke to WFPL’s Michelle Tyrene Johnson 
as part of our series, Black Art Matters, about how the current protests are inspiring their work

Metro Louisville 8/5/2020 In Conversation: What’s next for Louisville’s downtown?

Arts and Culture 8/6/2020
As monuments come down around the country, a group in Louisville is working on putting one up. A memorial dedicated 
to Black people whose names have been lost to history. WFPL arts reporter Stephanie Wolf has more.

Arts and Culture 8/11/20

As part of WFPL’s series Black Art Matters, associate producer Michelle Tyrene Johnson talks with local and regional 
black artists to see how Louisville and international protests are impacting their work. Next she talks with Versailles hip 
hop artist Devine Carama (pronounced divine car-a-ma) about what is inspiring his work and the medium he works in.

Politics 08/12/20 In Conversation: Appalachia as a bellwether for the country
Politics 08/18/20 In Conversation: Women and voting
Health/Economy 08/26/20 In Conversation: Unexpected consequences of COVID-19

Education 8/25/20

Today was the first day of school for Jefferson County Public Schools, but it was a first day unlike any other. Because of 
the pandemic, all students in the state’s largest district are learning remotely. The district has given out tens of thousands 
of devices in order to make this happen. WFPL’s Jess Clark spent the morning with a social studies teacher from the 
Academy At Shawnee to see how it went.

Education 8/28/2020

Schools around the Ohio Valley are starting the new school year amid debate over how and when to teach during the 
coronavirus pandemic. In Kentucky, Governor Andy Beshear urged schools to delay in-person instruction. But Calloway 
County Schools in west Kentucky have gone ahead with in-person learning, even as the county has a high number of 
cases. Liam Niemeyer visited with a school nurse in the district who says she faces the biggest challenge of her career.

Economy 8/28/2020

The U.S. Postal Service faces numerous challenges, from billion-dollar budget deficits to service delays. Senator Rand 
Paul recently suggested a fix: cutting back on rural mail delivery. But Graham Ambrose of the Kentucky Center for 
Investigative Reporting found that rural mail service has been threatened for years.



Economy 8/29/20

Fans will not attend the Kentucky Derby and the week of races ahead of it at Churchill Downs this year due to the 
coronavirus pandemic. That’s leaving nearby entrepreneurs and businesses in the lurch, who usually expect big crowds 
around the annual festival. But capitol reporter Ryland Barton says locals are making do and looking forward to next 
year.

Arts and Culture 08/31/20

The internet... will be the theater for some dance companies this fall... with audiences watching from home during the 
pandemic. But many professional dancers will be rehearsing in person, like the dancers of the Louisville Ballet. The 
company returns to work in the studio today (Aug. 31). WFPL’s arts reporter Stephanie Wolf has more.

Arts and Culture 9/3/2020

Black artists and artists of color share their stories …through song and verse … and envision a path to a better future… 
on a new album called “Black Quota.” WFPL arts reporter Stephanie Wolf spoke with the Louisville musician behind the 
project.

Sports/Health/Metro Louisville 9/4/20 In Conversation: Amid a pandemic and protests, the 146th KY Derby
Metro Louisville 9/11/20 In Conversation: What we know/fact check about the Breonna Taylor case

Metro Louisville 9/18/20
In Conversation: Louisville Urban League sends demands to the city, census update, how coronavirus is affecting the 
bourbon industry

Arts and Culture 9/21/20

The statue of King Louis the 16th is still in storage. Crews removed it from its base outside Metro Hall several weeks 
ago. It’s awaiting an assessment on its damages and its ultimate fate is TBD. As Louisville reckons with these 
monuments from its past… it’s also looking ahead to what kind of public art the city should display. WFPL’s arts reporter 
Stephanie Wolf reports.

Metro Louisville 9/25/2020 In Conversation: The Breonna Taylor decision and its aftermath

Economy 9/4/2020

The Run for the Roses will happen without spectators in the stands this year, but that won't prevent gamblers from 
placing millions of dollars in bets. In fact, one researcher predicts that even without fans at the track, this years' Derby 
could see more money wagered than ever before as gambling moves online. WFPL’s Jess Clark reports.

Education 9/8/20

Class is back in session for colleges and universities across the Ohio Valley. But many students have not returned to 
campus due to coronavirus concerns. Aaron Payne reports that while colleges and universities will have to deal with the 
financial impact, the towns they’re located in will also feel the economic impact.

Education 9/10/20

Kentucky music educators face unique challenges during the pandemic. Research shows that singing and playing band 
instruments could increase spread of the coronavirus. Most Kentucky schools are virtual right now… following the 
governor’s recommendation. But as WFPL’s Jess Clark and Stephanie Wolf report, some schools are still holding in-
person practices. Jess Clark begins our report.

Health 9/14/20

Coal miners across the Ohio Valley are struggling with a resurgence of black lung disease. It’s just one of the many costs 
of coal mining that the Ohio Valley ReSource documents in a new book, called “Appalachian Fall.” Jeff Young has this 
update on one of the miners profiled in the book, a man who spoke up for his fellow miners and what they contributed to 
the country.

Metro Louisville 8/4/20

It’s been more than two months since protests for racial justice erupted in Louisville over the police shooting that led to 
the death of Breonna Taylor in her home during a raid in March. WFPL’s Ryan Van Velzer recently sat down with city 
and community leaders to learn what has changed, and what has not, since the protests began.

Metro Louisville 8/13/20

West Louisville residents need better options for buying fresh, healthy, affordable groceries. Over the years, chain 
grocery stores have closed and new ones haven’t filled the void. As WFPL’s Amina Elahi reports, some Louisvillians are 
taking matters in their own hands -- and hoping for financial support from the government.

Metro Louisville 8/15/20

Throughout American history protesters have commandeered roadways in acts of civil disobedience. Civil Rights 
protesters famously crossed the Edmund Pettus Bridge not once, but three times on the road to securing voting rights for 
Black Americans. But in Louisville, after months of protests and hundreds of arrests, LMPD said last Sunday that officers 
will cite or arrest people for marching in the streets WFPL’s Ryan Van Velzer has more.

Metro Louisville 8/24/20

INTRO: Saturday marked the start of “BreonnaCon,” a four-day community convention aimed at raising awareness about 
the police killing of Breonna Taylor. But BreonnaCon, and the group that organized it, have faced criticism over the 
branding and intention of the event. Eleanor Klibanoff, with the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting, explains.

Metro Louisville 8/25/20

Louisville protests have taken many forms in recent months -- from street marches, to sit-ins, to candlelight vigils. On 
Monday, hundreds of people gathered at Waterfront Park to protest… in the spirit of a church revival. WFPL’s Ryan Van 
Velzer has more from the scene.

Metro Louisville 8/25/20
The multi-day BreonnaCon event capped off yesterday with trainings and a march… during which police arrested at least 
64 demonstrators. WFPL’s Stephanie Wolf was there.

Metro Louisville 9/6/20

There were no spectators in the stands for this year’s Kentucky Derby, but that didn’t stop a crowd from gathering at 
Churchill Downs. Louisville was home to protests and counter-protests all day yesterday (Saturday), culminating in 
crowds surrounding the race track right as Louisville’s biggest event of the year took off. WFPL’s Eleanor Klibanoff takes 
us through the day.

Metro Louisville 9/6/20

The 146th Kentucky Derby will likely go down in history as one of the eeriest. Because of the coronavirus pandemic, 
Churchill Downs marked Derby Day 2020 without spectators: no crush of gamblers in the paddock craning to get a look 
at their pick, no crowds roaring in the grandstand over the thunder of hooves. Instead, there was just the voice of the 
announcer echoing over the PA through the mostly empty grandstand, the sounds of the horses’ hooves hitting the dirt 
and the faint voices of the protesters who gathered outside the track. WFPL’s Stephanie Wolf has more.

Metro Louisville 9/15/20

When protesters took to the streets of Louisville beginning in late May, the police presence wasn't just on the ground. It 
was also in the air. Kentucky State Police flew several drones over demonstrations at the request of Louisville Metro 
Police Department. WFPL News has obtained hours of video gathered by the drones. Reporter Ryan Van Velzer 
reviewed the drone footage and prepared this report.

Metro Louisville 9/15/20

Yesterday the city of Louisville announced a settlement with the family of Breonna Taylor, including a record $12 million 
payout, and promises of specific police reforms. Family and activists say that’s just the first step. WFPL’s Amina Elahi 
reports.

Metro Louisville 9/16/20

Police in Louisville execute thousands of search warrants each year - gaining access to people’s homes, cars, phones 
and more. To get those warrants - an officer must get a judge’s approval first. But oftentimes it’s impossible to know 
which judge signs off on the warrant. Jake Ryan with the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting has reviewed 
hundreds of warrants and has this story, produced in collaboration with WDRB News.

Metro Louisville 9/18/20

For months now, Louisville has been locked in protests over racism and the ongoing fight against COVID-19. But the city 
is also facing another challenge that hasn’t received as much attention: a record-breaking wave of homicides. Graham 
Ambrose with the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting has more.



Agriculture 9/21/20

With the coal economy in decline, many Appalachian communities are looking to an old occupation for new jobs: farming. 
Advocates say agriculture is a growth area for the region -- even in the pandemic economy. And they’re finding new 
ways to lower costs and increase production. Liam Niemeyer looks at the new promise in Appalachian agriculture.

Metro Louisville 9/22/20

As part of a recent settlement with the family of Breonna Taylor, the Louisville Metro Police Department will implement an 
officer “early warning system.” LMPD has promised to implement this exact system for years — and claimed several 
times that they already had. Eleanor Klibanoff with the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting shares the details 
from a joint investigation with Newsy. And, a listener note: this story contains audio footage of a police shooting. It may 
not be suitable for all audiences.

Metro Louisville 9/22/20

Louisville is awaiting a decision from Kentucky Attorney General Daniel Cameron on whether to bring criminal charges 
against the police officers involved in the killing of Breonna Taylor. If Cameron is pursuing felony charges, he will have to 
present the case to a grand jury, which will decide whether to indict. WFPL’s Michelle Tyrene Johnson sets down with 
Law Professor Robert Weisberg of the Stanford University Criminal Justice Center to explain the grand jury process.

Metro Louisville 9/23/20

The city continues to wait for the state attorney general’s office to release the results of the Breonna Taylor investigation. But 
preparations are already underway downtown. And the mayor declared a state of emergency for the city Tuesday. As WFPL’s Jess 
Clark reports, the moves have residents on edge.

Metro Louisville 9/24/20

The news started Wednesday afternoon with the announcement that only one of the three officers who shot at Breonna Taylor is 
facing criminal charges. The evening ended with two police officers at the hospital, getting treated for gunshot wounds. In between, 
hundreds of people took to the streets, angry about the decision that many say failed to deliver justice for Taylor’s death. Jacob Ryan 
has this report for WFPL News. 

Metro Louisville 9/24/20

With police barricading downtown Louisville, protesters marched through Louisville neighborhoods Wednesay afternoon. WFPL’s 
Ryan Van Velzer caught up with protesters in Shelby Park shortly after Attorney General Daniel Cameron finished his press 
conference.

Metro Louisville 9/24/20
Wednesday’s grand jury outcome was not what protesters were hoping for. But they say the movement inspired by Breonna Taylor 
isn’t going anywhere. Graham Ambrose of the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting has more.

Metro Louisville 9/24/20

More demonstrators were arrested in Louisville Thursday following a march and a standoff with police at the First Unitarian church. At 
least 24 protesters were arrested, including state Rep. Attica Scott and her daughter Ashanti. Police declared the assembly unlawful 
after someone smashed windows in the main branch of the library and tossed a flare inside. On Wednesday,127 were arrested, the 
most arrests in one night since protests began in late May. Many of those arrested were released the next day. Graham Ambrose, 
from the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting, was there as the protesters were bailed out — and he prepared this report. 

Metro Louisville 9/25/20

Dozens of protesters sought refuge in a downtown church as curfew descended on Louisville Thursday. In the moments before, 
several people attempted to set fire to the Louisville Free Public Library. In the tumult that followed, police arrested at least 24 
protesters, including the state’s only Black female legislator, State Rep. Attica Scott. WFPL’s Jess Clark has more. 

Metro Louisville 9/27/20
The University of Louisville’s men’s basketball team continues to show solidarity with those calling for racial justice. The players led a 
march Friday. WFPL’s Stephanie Wolf was there.

Metro Louisville 9/27/20

Protesters continued to march throughout downtown Louisville this weekend in response to the police killing of Breonna Taylor - and 
the lack of charges levied against the officers involved for her death. WFPL’s Jake Ryan has this report on the night’s events and 
what protesters are looking for

Politics 9/28/20

Kentucky will conduct an unusual election amid the coronavirus pandemic, with voters able to cast ballots by mail, or in person—
either early or on Election Day. And the expansion of options is going to put an unprecedented strain on the people tasked with 
administering elections—people in the 120 county clerks offices around the state. Those county clerks will have to find new voting 
locations, recruit poll workers and count ballots. As capitol reporter Ryland Barton says local officials say they are bracing for the 
challenge.

Politics 9/28/20

State Governors, Secretaries of State, and county election boards throughout the
Ohio Valley are preparing for an unprecedented Presidential Election during a global pandemic.
Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia are all expanding voting options and safety precautions to
include absentee or mail-in voting and early in-person voting. Alana Watson reports that the pandemic has forced local governments 
to change practices that have been the same for decades.

Metro Louisville 9/29/20

Protests have been a mainstay in Louisville this summer. And with them - police and city officials have tied some crimes away from 
downtown to the demonstrations. Perhaps most notable - looting. Jake Ryan with the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting 
looked into why this is - and what it could mean.

Metro Louisville 9/30/20 Louisviile State Rep. Atiica Scott says arrest during protests was political retaliation


